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NOTE 
A Birthday Holiday Problem 
A company hires employees without regard to their birth dates, and then gives all 
employees a holiday on the birthday anniversary of each employee. What is the number 
of employees that should be hired to obtain the maximum number of man-days during 
the year? It is shown that, for a year with g days, g > 1, the number of employees 
to be hired should be either g -- 1 or g. 
To solve the problem stated above, it will be assumed that 1/g is the 
probability that a particular employee had a particular day as his birthday. 
Select some particular subset of k days, k ~< g. Then the probability that 
n employees will have at most k different birthdays is given by: 
1. P [at most k specified days; n employees] ---- (k/g) n. To obtain the 
probability of exactly k different birthdays for the n employees, one can 
use the principle of inclusion and exclusion [1, 4, 51. 
2. P [exactly k specified ays; n employees] 
~ 
= - ~ l J t  g j + ~21U~- - - I  + ""  
By rearranging terms one has P [exactly k specified ays, n employees] 
_ ( -1 )  ~ 
k! . 
where 5~ ~ is the Sterling number of the second kind. There are exactly (~) 
different ways in which one can select he subset of k days. Hence 
3. P [exactly k days (unspecified); n employees] 
k ! 
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It is now possible to compute the expected number of  mandays. Let M(n) 
be the expected number of  man-days for tbe company's hiring and holiday 
practice. Then 
4. M(n) = ~ P [exactly k; n] n(g -- k) 
k=l 
k~ 
k=l 
= - -~1 ( - 
g" = g)~(g k),9~ k, 
where (g)k = g(g -- 1) ... (g --  k + 1) is the decreasing factorial symbol. 
Continuing, one obtains 
5. m(n) ~- g,~-x (g --  1)~-a(g --  k)Sg~k 
gn-1 (g -  l )k~L  
k=l 
But relation 5 is essentially the expansion of  (g --  l)" in a decreasing 
factorial polynomial series, sometimes called a Newton series [2, 3]. Thus 
n 
6. M(n)= ~(g- -1 )  '~. 
It can be readily verified that 
7. M(n + 1) -  M(n) = [ (g -  1)n/g"][g-  n -  1],hence, as a sequence, 
Mn increases as long as n < (g - -  1) and decreases for n > (g - -  1) and 
has a stationary value for n ~ (g --  1). 
Thus the company would obtain the maximum number of mandays 
by hiring either (g -- 1) or g employees for the g day year. 
The following computed values might be of interest. For g -~ 365, 
M(364) = M(365) = 48943.524 while, for g = 366, M(365) = M(366) = 
49212.260. 
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